A good read in English – now at Foulum

Here’s good news from the International Club for those of you who enjoy reading top quality English-language news and popular science articles. The highly appraised and excellent magazines New Scientist, National Geographic and Guardian Weekly will from now on be found in the “English Cupboard”, which is located in the reception area beside the display model of Research Centre Foulum.

The three magazines are sponsored by the Communication Department. New Scientist can already be found in the cupboard, while the other two periodicals will be arriving some time after New Year.

The cupboard with English-language material is marked with a British flag and labelled “English Cupboard”. Anyone who wishes to share quality magazines, newspapers or paperbacks (for lending or exchanging) is welcome to place them in the English Cupboard.

Reading top quality popular science articles is the first step to writing good popular science articles, so here is the chance to hone your skills. Have a thomping good read!

About the magazines:
New Scientist is a weekly magazine with popular science articles, news, opinions, portraits, book reviews and job ads.

National Geographic is a monthly magazine with worlds class photos and top notch writing describing and illustrating natural and cultural wonders.

Guardian Weekly has international news, politics, culture and comment, combining articles from the Guardian with selected features from the Observer, The Washington Post and Le Monde.